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linear spring approach is not supported by the solid mechanics

justified below) that the tangential stiffness increases as the
in an analfie lumped
form suitable for
grasping applications, and is entirely determined by material bodies are pressed harder together. Yet none of the linearand geometric Propertis Of the contacting bodies. The force- spring models proposed in the literature accounts for this
displacement law predicts a nonlinear tangential stflening the phenomenon, which
potentially lead to grasp instability.
normal load increases. As a result, the composite stiffness matrix
In the solid mechanics literature, the only focused effort
of a frictional grasp is
indicating that
grasps
are not
by any
energy. The consqnences on formulating analytical friction-compliance models is by
for grasp stability are investigated. We formulate a rule for Mindlin and Deresiewicz [7], [8][1949-1953]. They invespreloading frictional grasps which guarantees stable response at tigated the case where a contact is initially loaded along
the individual contacts. Then we obtain a criterion for selecting the normal direction in accordance with the Hertz normal
contact points which guarantees overall grasp stability. The
synthesis
and its efl& on g m p stability is illustrated with compliance
Then they
the tangential
field generated
by. applying
pure tangential
loads while the nora simnle 2D examole.
.
.. . -.
.
mal penetration remains constant. Their investigation revealed
I. INTRODUCTION
highly nonlinear and complex phenomena such as micro-slip
Friction effects play a key role in virtually all light to moder- and hysteresis [9]. For almost half a century there has been
ate duty grasping and manipulation applications. For instance, no substantial progress in this area. Motivated by granular
friction allows stable grasping with a much smaller number material packing appIications. Walton [lo] derived in 1987 an
of contacts than would otherwise be required-two contacts analytical friction-compliance model which is more relevant
rather than four in 2D, and two or three contacts rather than for grasping applications. This model was later refined by Elata
seven in 3D. Since friction effects act in tandem with natural [ 111. Walton’s law assumes that a contact is loaded along some
compliance effects, the two phenomena must be integrated relative linear motion between the contacting bodies. Under
into a single comprehensive contact model. This paper has this assumption (and using a different analysis approach than
two main objectives. The first is to pmpedy integrate friction Mindlin’s), he derives a closed form formula for the tangential
and nonlinear compliance contact phenomena into a single compliance force at a frictional contact. Our ensuing results
law which would be theoretically justified by results from are based on Walton’s tangential compliance model.
solid mechanics. The law must appear in an analytic lumped
The smcture and contributions of the paper are as follows.
parameter form suitable for on-line grasping applications, with In the next section we review Walton’s contact model. Our
all its parameters being material coefficients and geometric description is limited to 2D bodies with spherical tips, but
parameters of the contacting bodies. The second objective is the model extends to 3D bodies. In Section III we compute
to analyze the stiffness and stability of multi contact grasps the stiffness matrices associated with the individual contacts.
based on the friction-compliance model. This analysis ought These matrices, called the contact stifiess matrices, determine
to lead to synthesis rules indicating which contact points and the composite stiffness matrix of the entire grasp. A fundamenwhat preloading profiles guarantee stable grasps.
tal new result is that the contact stifiiess matrices as well ay
The modeling of the nonlinear n o m 1 compliance is well the composite grasp stifiess matrix are non-symmetric. This
understood in the mbotics literature [l]. [2], (31. In contrast, result indicates that frictional grasps are not governed by any
there has been no systematic effort to incorporate results from potential energy. Hence grasp stability must be determined
the solid mechanics literature into a concise law that predicts by the full nonlinear dynamics of the contact arrangement,
the tangential force due to friction and natural compliance rather than being a simple local-minimum test. Section III also
effects. Rather, mboticists have resorted to postulating ad-hoc contains a characterization of the linear loading profiles that
linear springs that act tangentially in tandem with the rigid- guarantee stability of the individual contact stiffness matrices.
body Coulomb friction law (e.g. 141, [5], [6]).
However, the In Section IV we conduct a stability analysis of the full
0-7803-8232-3/04/$17.00
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dynamics, and derive a concise grasp stability criterion that
can he interpreted as a rule for selecting contact points that
guarantees grasp stability. The concluding section discusses
extension to 3D and on-going experimental validation of the
model predictions.
11. FRICTION-COMPLIANCE
MODELS

Fig. 2. (a) An inifial contact area generated by normal loading of B against
A;. (b) Tangential loading of B causcs tangential displacement of U without
any macro-slip.

fmm Ai. The overlap segment is the unique segment whose
endpoints lie on the boundary of B and Ai, such that the length
of the segment is 6; and its orientation gives the direction of
separating translation. For sufficiently small S;, the overlap
segment is collinear with the normals to the boundaries of U
and A,. In this lumped parameter form of modeling, the net
normal force induced by the local deformation is assumed to
act at U's endpoint of the overlap segment, xi. in the direction
of the overlap segment. The magnitude of the net normal force,
f:, is assumed to depend on 6: in terms of a function gi(6f).
This function is required to be differentiable, zero when 6f is
zero, and monotonically increasing when Sf is positive. The
normal compliant force is:

We describe generic nonlinear models for the normal and
tangential compliance at a frictional contact. Consider a grasp
or fixture arrangement where a 2D object B is held by
stationary 2D bodies A I , . . .,Ak which represent fingertips
or fixels. The usual assumption made in the solid mechanics
literature is that the contacting bodies are quasi-rigid, meaning
that their deformations due to compliance effects are localized
f:W = g i ( m q ) ) + 'p1(6:,6r,o
to the vicinity of the contacts [9].This assumption is generally
s.t. g:(6:)
> 0 when 6: > 0.
valid for all bodies which are not made of exceptionally soft
material and do not contain slender substructures [31. The The function 'pf represents damping due to viscoelastic efquasi-rigidity assumption allows us to describe the overall fects. It is differentiable, @(6:,6f, 0) = 0, and bein damping
.8
motion of B relative to the stationary bodies AI, ...,An using function satisfies the condition ipl(6f,6;,6:) . 6, < 0. It
rigid body kinematics. Since the grasping bodies are stationary, is important to note that a wide variety of contact models
we focus on B's configuration space (c-space). C-space is can be represented in this framework. The simplest contact
parametsized by q = ( d ,8) E RZx R, where d is B's position model assumes that g; is a linear function of the overlap:
and 8 is a parametsization of B's orientation. Velocity vectors g i ( 6 y ) = K&', where the coefficient ~j represents the comtake the form q = ( u , w ) , where U E R3 and w E R3 are the bined stiffness of U and A; at the contact [I]. The nonlinear
linear and angular velocities of B.
Hertz model [I21 which has been verified theoretically and experimentally, establishes that quasi-rigid bodies with spherical
A. Normal Conipliance Models
tips of radii RI and Rz satisfy the law:
We review a generic normal compliance modeling approach
that ignores the details of compliant surface deformations
and models the resultant contact force as a function of 0's
configuration [2]. Consider a single contact between B and
and G and Y are material shear modulus
Ai. In the absence of deformation, the two bodies contact where R =
and
Poisson's
ratio
[9].
The overlap representation is useful
at a single point. When pushed together, the two contacting
even for modeling bodies which are not necessarily quasisurfaces deform. One can conceptually think of the two
rigid bodies inter-peneuating, or overlapping their undeformed rigid, such as soft fingertips [13].
shapes, as illustrated in Figure l(b). Let B be at a configuration B. Tangential Compliance Models
q. Then the overlap' between U and A,, denoted 6:(q), is the
The process underlying tangential compliance at a frictional
mininiuni amount of translation of B that would separate il contact is as follows. When two quasi-rigid bodies are
'The notion of overlap used here is consistent with the concept of "'relative preloaded along the normal direction, they locally deform and
establish a contact area centered at the original contact point
approach" in contact mechanics 191.

&,
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(Figure 2(a)). The deformed bodies generate a normal force- tangential and normal displacements Sf and 6;. The function
field which is continuously distributed along the contact area. 'p: represents damping due to micro-slip. It is differentiable,
.t
.t
(The integral of this force-field over the contact area gives the ipf(6f,6;,0)=0, and satisfiesthe condition ~pt(6;,6:,6~).6,<
net normal force descrihed above.) When the two bodies are 0.
next loaded along a tangential direction, they locally deform Walton's tangential compliance model. Walton assumes that
in a way that generates a tangential force-field which is again a contact is loaded along a linear loading profile satisfying
continuously distributed along the contact area (Figure 2(b)). 6; = c;61 such that ci is constant throughout the loading
The usual assumption made in the solid mechanics literature process. Under this assumption, he derives the following
is that the normal and tangential force-jields interact at the formula for the elastic part of the tangential compliance force
individual points of the contact area according to Coulomb's [lo],
law (81. Under this assumption, elasticity theory as well as
experimentals indicate that the tangent force-field consists of
two regimes. At points in an outer ring of the contact area
(3)
the tangent forces exceed the friction cone constraint, causing
such
that
lcil
5
p
e
micro-slip at these points. At points along the complementary
inner disc of the contact mea the tangent forces lie within the
H results from substituting formulas
friction cone, and at these points no micro-slip takes place. The condition lcil5 p
(1)
and
(3)
for
and
f," in the friction cone constraint
As the magnitude of the tangential loading increases the area
5
p
f
:
.
Walton's
formula
is extremely relevant for
of the stationary inner disc shrinks. Finally, when the net
grasping
applications,
since
one
can readily implement a
tangential loading reaches p times the net normal loading ( p
being the coefficient of friction), the inner disc shrinks to a linear preloading of the grasp's contacts. As noted in the
point and the two bodies experience macro-slip at the contact. introduction, Walton's formula indicates a nonlinear tangential
Based on this insight, we formulate a generic tangential stiffening at a contact for larger normal penetrations.
compliance law, assuming that the contacting bodies deform
MATRIX
111. THECONTACTSTIFFNESS
hut do not slip. This law covers most of the tangential
Let qo denote the configuration of B at the preloaded grasp.
compliance models that have been proposed in the literature The coiitact stifiiess nurtrix, K;, is the 2x2 matrix representing
1111, [8], [lo], and is therefore quite general. First we need the linearized force-displacement relationship at the contact:
to introduce notation. Recall that xi is B's endpoint of the
overlap segment. Let ri denote the same point expressed in
D's body frame (Figure Ifs)). Then zi is related to ri by the
rigid body transformation: xi = X ( r i ,q ) = R(0)ri d, where We wish to derive a formula for Ki based on the HertzR(0) is the orientation matrix of 8.Let X,;(q) denote the Walton model. However, Walton's model is valid only for
rigid body transformation with ri held fixed. When B moves linear loading profiles. Hence the linearized Walton law would
along a c-space trajectory q ( t ) , the velocity of X,; is given give the tangential force corresponding to a linear loading
by $Xri(q(t)) = GTQ(1).where GT = D& is the 2 x 3 profile which leads directly to (6f(qa),6l(q0))+(4Sl, 46;).
Jacobian mahix of X,;. Now let 6:(q(t))denote the tangential On the other hand, K, in (4) gives the contact force obtained
displacement of t3 relative to the ith contact due to motion of by first loading along a linear profile towards (61(q0),6 ; ( q o ) ) .
B (Figure 2(b)). Then the derivative of 6f along q ( t ) is given then loading along a small change (A6:,46;). In order to
by projection of the velocity of X,; along the unit vector ti obtain a formula for K;, we introduce a practical assumpwhich is orthogonal to the current overlap segment:
tion that closely matching loading pmfiles generate closely
matching tangential traction fields. While a formal justification
(2) of ,this assumption is under investigation, it is clearly a
-dt
da i (t q ( t ) ) = -t, . XTi= -ti . GTq(t).
reasonable assumption. Under this continuity-with-respect-toNote that in contrast with 6y(q), the tangential dispplacenient loading-profile assumption, the formula for K , is precisely the
is not a direct function of q. but requires integration of ( 2 ) linearized Hertz-Walton laws. The following proposition gives
over the enrim loading trajectory [9][p. 2211.
the formula.
The magnitude of the net tangential force,
obeys a
Proposition 111.1. Let two quasi-rigid bodies with spherical
generic law of the form:
tips of radii RI and Rz be preloaded along a linear path
6 i ( q ) = ciS;(q) such that lcil 5 p
m
.Then rlie stiffness
f: = hi(6f,6y) +~:(6f,6;,&:)
matrix of the loaded contacf is:
as long as
> 0 and 1 5 pfp,

If:l,

fr

+

ft,

f:

where p is the coefficient of friction. The function hi represents the elastic part of the tangential force. It is differentiable,
hi(0,6y)= 0, and for any fixed positive 6: is monotonically increasing in 6:. Note that hi depends both on the

e,

where S:(qo) is the normal penetration, R =
and G
and U are ntaterial shear modulus and Poisson's ratio.
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The formula for Ki is obtained by first taking the derivative
given in ( I ) and (3) with respect to (6;,6!). Then
of
substituting q = qo and the loading path relation &:(go) =
c;6:(qo). Note that the resulting contact stiffness matrix is
asymmetric. We shall see helow that the composite stiffness
matrix of the entire grasp is consequently asymmetric.
For purposes of grasp stability analysis, we need to establish
when the symmetric part of Ki is positive definite. (This condition was characterized as a "stable" K ; in the introduction.)
Let ( K i ) , = + ( K ; K T ) denote the symmetric part of Ki,
and let (K;),,8= f(Ki-K') denote the skew-symmetric part
of K ; , where K; = (Kc). + ( K i ) a sA. surprising result is that
the positive definiteness of ( K ; ) , depends solely on the slope
of the linear loading profile.

(f:,ft)

+

in this sector
conlacl force lies
inside friction cone

^ "

definite in this Sector

Fig. 3. Two sectors in (6;,6g)-plme assaciated with positive definiteness
of ( K , ) =and friction cone COIISI~~OI. Typically a 5 56.3O. p 5 80.5'.

A. Linearized Grasp Dynamics

We derive the linearized dynamics of a quasi-rigid object
U
held in equilibrium grasp by stationary quasi-rigid bodies
Proposition 111.2. If a contact is loaded along a linear
A
I
, ...,Ak under two assumptions. First, we assume that the
loading pmJile whose slope ci satisfies
bodies have spherical tips at the contacts. Second, we assume
that each contact is preloaded along a linear loading profile.
Let F; denote the i t h finger force acting on 8, where F;
is
expressed in a fixed world frame. Since (f!(q,q),fr(q))
the symmetrized contact stifliess matrix ( K ; ) , is positive
are
the tangential and normal components of F;, we write F;
dejnite.
as Pi( ,q). The formula for F; in terms of ( f f , f:) is F; =
PronkLet XI, A2 denote the eigenvalues of ( K i ) 8Then
.
(Ki). Ri(q) ff?:. where R;(q)is the 2 x 2 matrix R;(q)= [tin;].
is positive definite iff X1, Xz > 0. First consider the trace of Next consider the wrench (i.e. force and torque) induced by
(Ki).. The trace is positive when U < 1. But for almost all F; on U. It can he verified that this wrench is given by
practical materials Poisson's ratio U is bounded from above G;(q)F;(q,q),where G; = OS: was introduced above.
by 0.5 [91. Hence tr(K;), = X1 XZ > 0. Next we compute Using this notation, the dynamics of B under the influence of
the determinant det(K;), = X1X2. Since X1 A2 > 0, the k contact forces, without any other external influences such as
positive definiteness of (Ki). would follow from the condition gravity, is:
XI& > 0. Ignoring the positive coefficient 4 G m . the
k
determinant of (Ki)s is:
M ( q ) i j + C ( q , Q=
) CGi(q)Fi(q,d),
(5)
4
;El
-- C f
det(Ki)s = 3(1 - v ) ( Z - v) 9 ( 2 - u ) ~
where M ( q ) and C(q,q)are U's 3x3 inertia matrix and vector

(

+

+

The inequality det(Ki), > 0 becomes 4/3(1- u)(Z - U ) >
c:/9(2 - u ) ~ Taking
,
the square root of both sides gives the
result.
0

Example: For typical values of U 5 0.5, the loading path
slope must satisfy lc;l 5 fi for (&), to be positive definite.
The corresponding angle, denoted @ in Figure 3, must satisfy
8 5 80.5". However, c; must also satisfy the friction cone
constraint
5 p(2 - u ) / 2 ( 1 - v). For typical values of
p 5 1, the loading path slope must satisfy
5 1.5. The
corresponding angle, denoted a in Figure 3, must satisfy a 5
56.3". Thus we see that the positive definiteness requirement is
significantly less restrictive than the friction cone constraint.
Since friction cone conslraint must always he satisfied, we
conclude that (Ki)*
is typically positive definite.

IC;/

),

IC;[

of centrifugal and Coriolis forces.
Recall that qo denotes the equilibrium grasp configuration
of U. We wish to determine the linearized dynamics of U at
the equilibrium state (q,q) = (qo,O). Let @1,p2) = (q,q)
denote the state variables. Then (5) is given by

The following lemma gives the linearized dynamics of U at
the equilibrium state.

Le,,,,,,a
(qO,

Iv.l. The linearized dymmics of U at

o) is given by

El)=[ '
-M -

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

Our objective is to determine the stability of frictional grasps
under the Hertz-Walton model. We first derive the linearized
dynamics of 8. The resulting system contains an asymmetric
stiffens matrix. Hence we develop a general stability criterion
for asymmetric linear systems, then applied the criterion to
our grasping system.

0

(qo)Kp(40)

rP2) =

-M - '

where K p and Kd are
grasp 3x3 stifiess and damping
The
mtrix is given by
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c

K~ =

CG~R,K,R?G:
- (DG: + ( D R ~ ) R ? ) F ; ,
i=l

where Ki is the ith contact stifiess matrix. The damping
matrix is given by
k

Kd=-EGiR;[

%

]

O

I

[ -Kp

RTGT,

-Kd
=

] ( t: )

( -K,vI

212

- KdUz

Clearly, X = 0 cannot-be an eigenvalue of A. Since X # 0,
it follows that VI # 0 and vz # 0. Hence we may assume
where p; is the ith tangential damping function.
without loss of generality that vi . v1 = 1, where 1; denotes
complex
conjugate transpose. Based on this choice. we can
the
proof,
we
The detailed proof is relegated to Ref. ~141.
first observe that the linearization of M b l ) and C(pl,pz) write Xz = v;Xzvl = v;Xvz = v;(-Kpvl - K d v z ) =
the -V;KpVt - xV;Kdv1, where we used the relations Xul E uz
state. Then we focus
and Xvz = - K P q - Kdvz. Since Kd > 0, the scalar p =
',"=I
Gi'l)Fc@l,pz), and vjKdvl is positive red. similarly, the scalar 8 = vi(Kp)svl
is skew-symmetric, we
Gc(pl)Fi(p1,~),
where Apl = is also positive real. Since (Kp)as
can write j;( = ~ i ( K , ) ~ *where
v ~ , j = J=T and i. is real.
= q - 0. Note that the linearized grasp
Aq = q - qo, and
Substituting these scalars into the quadratic equation of X gives
dynamics can also be written as
86;

i=l

hf(qo)A4 + Kd(4o)Aq + K,(qo)& = 0,

(6)

such that M ( q o ) and Kd(q0) are symmetric matrices, while
K,(qO) is asymmetric.

xz + p x + 8 + j i . = 0.

Note that every eigenvalue of A satisfies this equation. The
solution of (8) is:
x1.z

B. Stability of 2"d-OrderAsymmetric Linear Systems
Consider the second order linear asymmetric system:
p

+ ICdp f KpP = 0,

(7)

where Kd E RnX"is symmetric positive definite, K p E
RIX"
is asymmetric, while its symmetric part ( K p ) s is
positive definite. The following theorem states that if the skewsymmetric part of K p ,(K,),,, is sufficiently small, the system
(7) is globally asymptotically stable.

(8)

=1
2 (-B f

Jm)
.
(9)

Let us pause to recall how one computes the square root of a
complex number. Consider a complex number I = a + j b with
a norm 111 =
and argument 0 = arctan(b/a). Then
4 = *(az + bZ)iL$,and in ciutesian coordinates fi =

*(az+bZ)!(cos(g)+jsin($)).
we use the trigonometric identity cos
obtain

(t) =

Theorem 1 (global asymptotic stability). Consider the system of (7).Let p E R be the minimal eigenvalue of Kd. Let
a E R be the minimal eigenvalue of ( K p ) s and
. let y E R
be the matrir n o m Z of the s h - s y m m e t r i c part of Kp. Then

if
171 <

m

the system (7) is globally asymptotically stable.

The requirement Re{X1,z) < 0 introduces an inequality in
&, 8, and i.. Rearranging terms in this inequality gives the
equivalent inequality,

Proof: The system (7) can be written as

(48

+ bz)' > (Bz - 4&)' + 16T2,

Cancelling similar terns yields the inequality
For global asymptotic stability, it suffices to show that the
real part of the eigenvalues of A is negative. Let X E C
be an eigenvalue of A with corresponding eigenvector v =
(vl, vz) E C2" (v # 0). Note that each v i is a complex vector
in C". Then

1i.l < &b.

(10)

For stability we must ensure that the inequality (10) holds for
every 8, p , and i.. In other words, (IO) must hold for every
eigenvalue-X and associated eigenvector v of A. Therefore we
( ( K p ) s5)
hound 6, p, and i. as follows. First, 0 < a = A,;
U ~ ( K p ) s=u 8.
~ Second, 0 < @ = Amin (Kd) 5 V;KdVi =
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2"' finger.

asymmeuy of K,,. Therefore, theorem 1 which bounds the
amount of asymmetry of K p practically bounds the angle between the contact force and the normal. .For comparison, if we
analyze this grasp with the classical convention of Coulomb
friction model, taking p = 0.3 (Aluminum on Aluminum), we
would get Q < 16.7". Our model is conservative as stated in
section IV. However, it predicts the same qualitative behavior
as the classical Coulomb friction model.

Fig. 4. An example of two-fingered grasp. where the fingers radii we llcml.

8. Third, 171 = Il(K,,)J 2
Using these bounds, ,: < fi/3
every 6, 8, and ./;

=_l?l.
for
0
Application to grasp stability. The linearized grasp system
contains an additional term, the inertia matrix M ( q o ) which
multiplies p . The following corollary adapts the theorem to
a global asymptotic stability criterion for the linearized grasp
system.
IZ.i(Kp)osZ.11

implies that

=

lb?l

l?l < &/3

Corollary IV.2. Consider the linearized firasp system

A l i i f IC,p t I(,p = 0,
(11)
where all purumeter.s are as above, except f o r the nurtrix M E
R"'" which is synwierric positive definite. Let /3 > 0 be the
Let a > 0 be the
nrininiul eigeniulue of Af-1/2K,jAt-'/2.
nrininiul eigenvalue of A l ~ 1 ~ z ( K , , ) s W - 'and
~ 2 ,let 7 E R
be rke murrix nomi of M ~ ' ~ z ( K , , ) 0 8 MThen
~ ' ~ifz .
171 < &P

V. CONCLUSION
The Hertz-Walton contact model allows concise analytic representation of the contact forces as a function of the contact point
displacements. Based on the contact model, we derived contact
stiffness matrices, which are asymmetric matrices. As a result
the grasp stiffness matrix of the entire grasp is asymmetric.
We obtained a concise condition for the global asymptotic
stability of the grasp linearized dynamics, and therefore a
local asymptotic stability for the nonlinear system. The contact
model and the grasp stability analysis seem to extend to 3 0
grasps under a hard-finger model (i.e. no frictional torque
about the contact normal). Finally. we are in process of
consuucting an experimental grasp arrangement for testing our
theoretical predictions [ 151.
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